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EU Immigrants In The UK
Fear Of Romanian and Bulgarian influx

London, 03.01.2014, 12:18 Time

USPA NEWS - The British Prime Minister David Cameron has been accused of prejudice for imposing measures to ensure that EU
migrants will be unable to claim out-of-work benefit for their first three months of arrival in the UK. There are fears of influx of EU
migrants in the city of London which raises concerns

EU Immigrant Influx in The UK 

British Prime Minister David Cameron has been accused of prejudice for imposing strong measure on EU migrants to ensure that they
are unable to claim out-of-work benefit for the first three months of arrival in the United Kingdom. There is a growing concern of
Romanians and Bulgarians influx which will affect Schools, health, jobs, housing and public welfare. This brings a huge pressure on
the UK government as the Romania and Bulgaria restrictions imposed on them when they joined the EU in 2007.Their rights to work
and claim benefits were limited for the first seven years of EU membership. Today the Romanians and the Bulgarians have equal
rights to work freely across the EU particularly in Britain there are fears of a large influx of them.

The fear of influx has been xenophobic, targeting EU migrants coming in the United Kingdom to take Jobs, free healthcare, benefit
claims, schools and housing. The UK government were quick to impose strong measure on these EU migrants which is a way to cover
up a failed policies. Speaking to members of the public, there were also fear among Londoners about the Romanians and the
Bulgarians coming in to take up their jobs. For the EU migrants , it is a special new year gaining equal rights wether they accept it or
not its their right to live and work in the UK.
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